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TODAY’S “QUICK HIT”:
WHIPLASH!
THE POLITICAL
TIDE TURNS!
By Stephen L. Bakke

November 12, 2016

Here’s what provoked me:
There seems to be bitter chaos coming from the vanquished side of this Presidential Election.
Let’s take a look!
Here’s my response:
Whiplash! The Political Tide Turns!
“Women lead around world, why not in U.S.” by Katrin Bennhold and Rick Gladstone of the New York
Times. That article was picked up on November 12 in the StarTribune. This is an example of
disappointed Democrat voters searching America for a diabolical reason why Hillary lost to Donald.
It must be a bias against women, right?
My friends, we should have a woman president sooner than later! But we should also have two
shining lights running for that position in the first place. What we had was two candidates racing
each other to be champions of notoriety and unpopularity. Blame that, not sexism!
The November 12 editorial takes a patronizing position regarding “Before killing the ACA – words of
caution.” The implication is that any imminent reform will cancel worthy policyholders and not retain
those parts of the legislation that are, of course, desirable in any reform. And who ever said 20 million
people would be thrown out on the street? It just ain’t so!
Readers write letters of praise for the refusal of many liberals to accept the election results and for
their “taking to the streets” to proclaim they won’t accept the presidential election results. How many
days ago was that same group deriding the President elect for skepticism about potential election
results. They said it was an insult to our form of government!
Whiplash! Recall Rowan and Martin’s “Flying Fickle Finger of Fate” award for dubious achievements!
To these vanquished go that award for 2016!
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